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Photo: Peter CampbellMay Queen in D’Entrecasteaux Channel

May Queen, now berthed in Constitution 
Dock, is a piece of living history. 

Read the review of a new book about this historic ketch on page 7; read a detailed article about  
May Queen’s past lives on page 12; and about the inclusion in a school holiday programme on page 21.
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Coming from a maritime background, I was heavily influenced 
by a grandfather who was a well known master mariner at the 
twilight of the era of square rig sailing ships, and who held three 
sailing records. My mother’s family came from a similar host 
of such people from Scotland. However they scattered all over 
the world with their families. One of them brought migrants 
from South Africa to Australian cities, including Hobart. He is 
mentioned in our next temporary exhibition From Over the Seas: 
stories of Tasmanian migrants.

Just recently I came home from the Museum one afternoon 
and took a call from Perth, WA. It was from a person I didn’t 
know, but who was a member of one of our family groups that 
settled in Australia from South Africa. We talked for an hour and 
found that both of us had been pursuing our family history. I 
then found out that there was another family group which lived 
in Adelaide of whom I knew nothing. All my relations arrived 
in Australia between the 1850s and 1980s. They all had their 
stories about coming to this country. 

I expect many of us have such stories. Rona Hollingsworth, 
our curator, has spent many hours putting many a selection of 
these stories together for our new exhibition at the Museum. I 
hope you will have time to come and see it. It will be opened in 
early June, and will later be a travelling exhibition available for 
showing around the State.

At the April General Committee Meeting we had the pleasure 
of making Eric Barnard AM a Life Member. Eric is now in his 90s. 
He is a Founding Member who, with five others, decided to 
create a Maritime Museum in 1972. The Museum was opened 
in 1974 at the Long Room, St Georges Church, Battery Point. 
He was President in 1972 and into the 1980s and continued to 
volunteer until moving to Western Australia in 2004.

Maritime Museum of Tasmania

CARNEGIE BUILDING 
Cnr Davey & Argyle Sts. 
Hobart, Tasmania

Postal Address: GPO Box 1118, 
Hobart, Tasmania 7001, AUSTRALIA

Phone: (03) 6234 1427 
Fax:  (03) 6234 1419

email: info@maritimetas.org

www.maritimetas.org

Open Daily 9am–5pm 
(except for Good Friday & Christmas Day)

Contributions may be historical or newsworthy 

and with themes reflecting the Museum’s 

mission to promote research into and 

interpretation of Tasmania’s maritime heritage.

They may be short notes, or articles with text 

about 700 -1200 words, accompanied by 

images if possible. Text may be edited and 

publication is at the discretion of the editor.

Ideally contributions will be in a Word 

document, with embedded images and/or 

with separate 300dpi JPEG or TIFF files. We can 

accept legible handwritten articles, with loose 

photographs, which we will copy.

Images should have a caption, be credited to 

the photographer or to the source, and have 

written permission to publish. 

Please submit contributions to The Editor  

at the postal address above or email  

admin@maritimetas.org 

Alternatively you can leave your contribution 

at the front desk of the museum at the street 

address above. Please remember to include 

your contact details.

Deadline for Sep 2014 edition is 15 Aug 2014. 

Layout & production:

Ricoh Studio 
Phone: 6210 1200 
studio@tasprint.com.au

New Zealand Schooner Huia

from the president’s log

Individual $30

Family $40

Concessions: $20

Interstate $20

Membership Fees
Categories of membership and annual fees effective each year 1 July to 30 June (including GST)

MARITIME TIMES OF TASMANIA WELCOMES ORIGINAL ARTICLES FOR PUBLICATION

Overseas $20

Quarterdeck $25 plus $275 donation

Perennial $1000

Once only, or 4 years Quarterdeck membership.

by Mike Webb

Migrant ship Sir Herbert Maxwell. Owned and Mastered by a distant relative 
of Mike Webb, the ship brought migrants from South Africa to Australia.  
Maritime Museum of Tasmania Collection.                 Painting by John Grier

May Queen 
a significant Tasmanian vessel, and a new book reviewed

Success 
Hobart’s first Maritime Museum?  

Sunderland Shipping 
a member’s visit to the famous docks

plus news and all the regular features

in this issue

new members

We are delighted to welcome the following new members to the Maritime Museum.

TERENCE DAW

COLIN & PAM WOOD

GARY WILSON

DENNIS GEORGAKIS

LEENDERT BAKKER

SIGRID NILSSON

STEFAN KARPINIEC 

MARY & ROBERT BREWER

 AMANDA OATES
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Maritime Museum
Monthly Lunchtime Talks
Join us for a FREE lunchtime talk on the first 
Tuesday of every month (except January)

at the Royal Society Rooms, Tasmanian Museum and  

Art Gallery (enter through the Administration entrance 

in the Old Customs House on Davey Street). 

SCHEDULED TALKS:

DATE:     Tuesday, 1 July 2014, at 12:00 noon

SPEAKER:   Janet Fenton

TOPIC:        A Century on the Sand: the fate of the barque 

Svenor. Svenor was a Norwegian steel barque which was 

wrecked in 1914 north of Port Davey on Tasmania’s  

west coast.

 Writer Janet Fenton has made a collection of images of 
the wreck, and will tell the barque’s story at the Maritime 
Museum’s next lunchtime talk on Tuesday 1 July 2014.

DATE:  Tuesday, 5 August. Kent Group Museum.   
 Shirley Baker, Friends of Deal Island.

Details of talks at: www.maritimetas.org/programs-
events/public-talks or telephone the museum  
(6234 1427) a week or so before the scheduled talk.

The Silver Crown Wheelhouse and Wilson Dinghy in Gallery 2              Photo: Peter Robinson                                                                                       

Volunteer Mary Marsh interprets the May Queen for international students 
studying engineering at the University of Tasmania        Photo: Bob Chesterman

Svenor                                           Photo: Charlie Vaughan

from the brig

Since the last edition of Maritime Times of Tasmania we have 
seen the publication of two books telling significant stories 
of our local area. SV May Queen – a Grand Survivor and Ships of 
the Derwent are both reviewed elsewhere in this issue and are 
available from the Museum bookshop.  We have also included 
a previously unpublished essay by Graeme Broxam and Bob 
Chesterman telling the May Queen story and which we felt 
complemented the new book. 

In March 2014, all members of the Tasmanian Maritime 
Museum were posted a survey form with their copy of the 
Maritime Times. Preparation of the final report, taken from the 
survey form content, was undertaken by committee member, 
Kim Newstead. Primary objectives were to provide updated, 
accurate member information to be incorporated into a 
marketing plan and to provide an overview of the current 
membership profile to inform the committee and assist  
future planning.

A secondary objective, aimed at enhancing the museum’s 
initiatives and overall member services and satisfaction, was to 
provide all members with an opportunity to communicate their 
views and suggestions on a range of topics to the committee.  

In broad summary, the survey showed that the museum has a 
solid membership base, with over 70% having been members 
for over 5 years. The corollary of this, though, is that the greater 
proportion of our membership is aged over 70. Members 
strongly believe that encouraging young people to become 
involved in the museum is important and clearly this should be 
seriously considered in future strategies for  the museum.

Respondents suggested a number of activities that they 
would like to see the museum engage in, some of which are 
already offered, suggesting room for improvement in our 
communication with members. Other suggestions, including 
plenty of interest in experiencing Westward on the water, will 
give the committee food for thought. Considerable interest was 
expressed in an appropriate celebration of the museum’s 40th 
anniversary.

There was an excellent response rate with 33% of our 
membership returning a completed form. The survey provided 
far more information than shown in this necessarily brief 
report, and the committee can be confident that the data 
reflect the overall membership and their views. Thank you 
very much to all members who took the time to respond.

Whilst it is essential for the museum to maintain a strong 
supporter base via its membership, the key driver for the 
museum’s ultimate success is its daily number of visitors, of 
which 75% are from interstate, 15% are from overseas, and 
10% are Tasmanian residents. Visitors’ overall satisfaction 
can be measured by referencing the visitors’ book indicating 
exceptional, consistent praise and satisfaction.  
Well done volunteers!

Correction: In our obituary for Tom Murdoch on page 7 of 
Maritime Times of Tasmania (no. 46) we incorrectly stated that 
Tom had gifted his model of the MV Ransdorp to the museum. 
While Tom had built the model it was actually given to the 
museum by his nephew, Tony Dunn. 

letters to the editor

obituary

Dear Editor,

The excellent article by Anna Lucas “A Ship to the Rescue” 
in your last edition reminds me that my father (the late H. 
V. Goddard) was a member of the crew of SY Aurora on 
its “rescue” voyage to Antarctica, which left Hobart on 19 
November 1913. After picking up Dr Mawson from the base 
at Commonwealth Bay, Aurora delivered him to Adelaide on 
26 February 1914 and then returned to Hobart on 9 March. 
My father kept a diary giving a graphic daily account of the 
voyage, which was published in the UK Polar Record - Vol. 40, 
July 2004. A copy of this (and some other papers) has been 
supplied to the MMT library.

Yours faithfully 
Peter Goddard (member)

Editor: Thanks, Peter. Your donations of documents and 
photographs are welcome additions to our Museum’s archives.

We sadly record the passing of John Williams.

John spent his life in Hobart. 
He was born in New Town but 
migrated across to the eastern 
shore of the river at an early 
age. He remained a resident 
of the ‘sunny side of the river’ 
for the rest of his life and that 
aspect influenced many of 
his stories; he was particularly 
fond of recounting tales of 

the ferry commute during the time of the bridge collapse. He 
worked in printing, was a keen rugby player, and as with many 
of our volunteers, it was his passion for sailing, both dinghies 
and keel boats, that brought him to the Maritime Museum.

John was an active volunteer at the museum for many years, 
maintaining his regular Wednesday shift on the front desk 
right up until his recent hospitalisation. As well as welcoming 
visitors to the museum John had a keen interest in the library 
and spent many hours indexing magazines and journals, a 
task of vital help to researchers interested in specific vessels  
or people.

John epitomised the volunteers who keep the museum open 
seven days a week, welcoming visitors and answering their 
myriad queries from the wealth of knowledge absorbed 
through his life by and on the river. We will miss him.
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Shipwrights Arms Hotel
(Established 1846)

29 Trumpeter Street, Battery Point
Phone: 03 6223 5551

Situated in the heart of historic Battery Point,
“Shippies” is lined with a unique collection

of Tasmania’s past, both maritime and historical

A traditional old English corner pub,
filled with history, tradition, and pride

including photographs of every ‘Sydney to Hobart’ winner

Adrienne Daly (Licensee)

book reviews
SV MAY QUEEN: A GRAND SURVIVOR
by Rex Kerrison &  Richard Johnson (2014) 

The authors have been beavering away 
for two years, compiling this history of 
May Queen. They were approached by 
the May Queen Trust Board  to undertake 
the project, following their success with a 

written history of the Derwent Sailing Squadron. Photographs, 
written texts, and personal interviews have been collated 
to produce a very readable and entertaining volume. Their 
description of the vessel lying in Constitution Dock outlines 
the impression that passers-by in Davey Street might gain. 
The ketch May Queen is a sturdy but graceful wooden vessel 
with a clear, sweeping deck. Even though she is in her second 
century of age, and long retired, her lines spell ‘work’. Her role 
for over one hundred years as she plied the south-eastern 
coastal waters of Tasmania was to carry goods to and from 
Hobart and outlying settlements. Besides timber, other cargo 
types included firewood, foodstuffs, coal, eucalyptus oil, shell 
grit, household furniture, apples, pears, jam, fruit, and hides. 
Convict-made sandstone blocks and bricks were transported 
from the abandoned buildings of Port Arthur, and mail was 
often carried on the return journey.

The construction of wooden vessels built from local timbers 
is described. This sets the scene for the construction of May 
Queen at Franklin on the Huon River, on a site within a few 
metres of the current Wooden Boat School. Shipwright 
Alexander Lawson only lived a few months after the launch 
date, and so was not privy to the vessel’s success, both 
commercially and as a racing ketch. 

Near disasters were to be expected in the life of wooden 
sailing craft in Tasmanian coastal waters. Numerous 
shipwrecks off our coast are certainly testament to the risks 
undertaken by skippers and crew. A sudden storm in the 
relatively sheltered waters of D’Entrecasteau Channel nearly 
resulted in the loss of May Queen. Dismastings, collisions, 
threatened sale, piracy, and impact by a whale are all 
described in detail.

Recognition of the local and international importance of May 
Queen as a representative of the craftsmanship of a bygone 
era, and as a vessel of cultural and historical significance, 
culminated in the presentation of a Maritime Heritage Award 
by the World Ship Trust.

The layout of this 178-page book in ‘coffee table style’ with 
easy to read print, and with many photographs, makes it an 
attractive volume. Part of the proceeds from sales will go 
towards ongoing maintenance and restoration of May Queen.

SV May Queen: a Grand Survivor by Rex Kerrison and Richard Johnson (2014), 
written at the behest of the May Queen Trust. Published by Forty South 
Publishing Pty Ltd. ISBN 978-0-9922791-4-1

SHIPS OF HOBART HARBOUR 
by Rex Cox and GW Cox (2014)

The Port of Hobart is “unique in Australia 
because we have a whole port complex 
within a stone’s throw of the city centre,” 
commented Rex Cox when interviewed 
for ABC Stateline in 2003. Now this 

shipping enthusiast and Maritime Museum life member has 
co-authored the book Ships of Hobart Harbour exploring our 
port’s fascinating history.

An unfinished manuscript by the late GW Cox laid the 
foundation for a successor to the well-known maritime books 
Ships in Tasmanian Waters and Bass Strait Crossing. George 
Cox’s family passed the papers to distant cousin Rex who 
undertook the immense task of extending and completing the 
book. The result is an interesting narrative that will provide a 
great reference source for the Port of Hobart. Rex, a renowned 
ship photographer, uses some of his own images amongst the 
300 illustrations that enhance the stories.

Hobart’s ship photographers are recognised in the foreword. 
Their popular vantage points included the old floating bridge 
lift-span and one anecdote says:  … the late Kingsley Barr was 
perhaps more adventurous than the rest as he would often walk 
along a narrow plank connecting the bridge with a breakwater 
on the down-river side. From there he could practically touch the 
ships as they went past!

The opening chapter introduces the explorers who arrived 
before European settlement, and the following chapters owe 
something to the historic timeline; however they can more 
correctly be described as being arranged by topic. Interesting 
shipping tales cover everything from the early whalers to the 
cruise ships of today.

Ships of Hobart Harbour is a valuable addition to the historic 
maritime literature of Hobart and Southern Tasmania.

Ships of Hobart Harbour by Rex Cox and GW Cox (2014), published by Ron 

Withington, Sydney. 

by Clio

Clio was one of the nine Muses in Greek 

mythology, the Muse of History, and 

is – appropriately for a reviewer – often 

depicted with scrolls or a pile of books. 

Both books are available in  

Rolph’s Nautical Gift and  
Book Shop at the Museum.
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by Mark Hosking

THE SUCCESS OF SUCCESS
Hobart’s First ‘Maritime’ Museum?

One of the more curious ships to visit Sullivan’s Cove in the nineteenth century was Success, 
a barque of 621 tons. She was tied up alongside the New Wharf from 8 March 1894, until 
departing for Adelaide on 12 May. Her stay generated considerable interest from press and 
public. Indeed, in his polemical The Fatal Shore Robert Hughes somewhat exaggeratedly 
claimed that, as “one of the few tourist attractions of Hobart in the 1880s ... most of the 
population of Tasmania had trooped through her”. 

Success at Hobart.             Tasmanian Archive and Heritage Office PH30-1-4103

The attraction of Success was that she was presented to the 
public as an Exhibition Ship, a museum if you like, a tour of 
which afforded instruction to those interested in the convict 
system of Australia’s early days’. 

But how did this floating exhibition come about, and what did 
it contain that so fascinated the people of Hobart?

Hobart was one port of call in a tour of Australian cities that 
had seen Success first exhibited in Melbourne in 1890, moving 
in 1893 to Sydney, then Newcastle and Brisbane before 
heading south to Hobart in 1894. Following her sojourn in 
the Derwent, Success sailed to Adelaide from where she made 
the long voyage to England. In 1912 she headed across the 
Atlantic to the United States, touring both seaboards and 
finally ending her days, a flaming wreck, sinking to the bottom 
of Lake Erie, south of Detroit in 1946. She spent over half of 
her 106 years as a floating exhibition. 

During that time her exhibition had excited considerable 
interest and not a little controversy, not least as the ship’s 
promoters firmly believed in not letting the historical facts 
get in the way of a good story. Two of these ‘facts’ concerned 
the ship itself. As early as 1893 it was claimed that she had 
been built in 1787 and was therefore the ‘oldest ship afloat in 
Australian waters’. She was actually built in Moulmein, Burma 
in 1840. It is not apparent why her Australian owners felt the 
need to add more than half a century to her age, but her later 
American owners exploited this by falsely claiming that she 
had been used to transport British convicts to Australia.

The nature and style of her show remained essentially the 
same over the course of her exhibition ship career. Using wax 
figures and the physical accoutrements of Australia’s convict 
past, such as balls and chains, cat-o’-nine-tails and a flogging 
triangle, supposedly from Port Arthur, the exhibition initially 
portrayed the lives and careers of Victorian bushrangers 
from the gold rush days, some of whom had actually been 
imprisoned aboard the ship during its time as a prison hulk 
in Port Phillip, notably the notorious Captain Melville and the 
murderers of the Inspector-General of Penal Establishments, 
and one-time Commandant of Norfolk Island, John Price. 
Over the years the need to offer familiar drawcards to a 
wider Australian, and eventually international, audience saw 

migrants disembarked in Melbourne in May 1852, the height 
of the Victorian gold rush. As with many ships arriving in 
Melbourne at this time, her crew promptly jumped ship to try 
their luck prospecting. 

In April 1852 the Port Phillip government invited tenders for 
the supply of vessels suitable for conversion to prison hulks. To 
be considered suitable a ship would have to be between ‘600 
and 1200 tons register ... must have a poop and top gallant 
forecastle, the height between decks must be not less than 
six feet six inches, she must be well-ventilated and sound in 
the hull, and her copper must be in good condition’.  Vessels 
were to be deliverable in Hobson’s Bay within one month of 15 
June. With no guarantee of a paying cargo for a return voyage 
to Britain and the difficulty and expense of finding a new 
crew, selling Success to the government would have seemed 
an attractive opportunity for her owners. The government’s 
intention was to use the hulks as accommodation for, 
amongst others, deserting seamen captured in Melbourne 
or at the goldfields. As well as Success, President was acquired 
at this time, with Deborah added later in 1852. Two further 
vessels, Sacramento and Lysander were similarly purchased to 
provide temporary accommodation for the flood of migrants 
arriving in Melbourne, but, by 1854, these two vessels were 
proclaimed as Public Prisons as well. All five were moored in 
Hobson’s Bay, Williamstown. 

By the mid 1860s there were only three hulks left; one used as 
a men’s prison, one as a women’s prison, and one as a juvenile 
prison. Eventually even this usage ceased and Success was 
considered suitable only as a naval explosives tender. In 1890 
the navy decided to get rid of the unsightly hulk. She was 
auctioned, and realised £180. 

Her purchaser, Alexander Phillips, is the man credited with 
turning Success into an exhibition ship and her first public 
visitors stepped aboard at the Port Melbourne pier in April 
1890. The ship retained the cells and iron bars from her hulk 
days and to these were simply added manacles, balls and 
chains and, as newspaper advertisements described them, ‘all 
the original instruments of torture’. After a month or so, wax 
models of ‘original prisoners’ depicting stories of some of the 
better known Victorian bushrangers of the years following 
the gold rush were added. She was moved to Williamstown 
in 1891 while her owners went about raising money to fund 
a tour of Australian ports with the ultimate aim of taking the 
ship and its show to London and even the World’s Fair of 1893 
in Chicago, USA. 

In November 1891 the tug Eagle set out to tow Success to 
Sydney. The voyage did not start well as the towline parted 
the second day out, apparently escaping the notice of the 
crew of Eagle for long enough for the hulk to drift out of sight. 
Realising the loss, Eagle went in search of the hulk and, having 
taken her in tow again, headed without further mishap to 
Sydney where Success was on public display at Circular Quay 
within a few days.

While business appeared to be good, the exhibition at Circular 
Quay closed in June 1892 and Success was moved to Kerosene 
Bay where, over the following weekend, she sank on her 
mooring. The precise cause of her sinking and whether or not 

it was sabotage was never ascertained, but it did the vessel’s 
apparently financially embarrassed owners no good. Financial 
claims against her owners went unanswered and the Marshall 
duly arrested the hulk, nailing a writ of summons to the bit 
of mast remaining above the water. After buying Success at 
auction for £25, her new owners established a new company 
and set about raising the ship, claiming that she was ‘perfectly 
safe and fit to go to any part of the world’.

By March 1893 she was on display again at Circular Quay, but 
the Sydney audience alone were insufficient to raise money 
to fund an international voyage. New audiences were needed. 
Charles Bateson, in The Convict Ships, writes that Success 
left Port Jackson ‘surreptitiously’, but this hardly seems to 
have been the case as she actually headed off on a highly-
publicised tour, being towed first to Newcastle, then Brisbane. 
She remained on exhibition at Brisbane from July 1893 until 
leaving for Hobart in February 1894, this leg the first voyage 
undertaken under her own power since arriving in Melbourne 
over forty years before. 

The Mercury wrote that, ‘Some thousands of citizens’ greeted 
the ship’s arrival at New Wharf and within a few days the 
vessel’s exhibition was doing steady trade, ‘visitors flock “not 
in troops but in battalions” up the gangway’. The allure of 
the ship for visitors was spelled out simply. The ‘Gangway of 
‘Success’ [was] heavily thronged by visitors anxious to gaze on 
prison horrors’, and The Mercury’s correspondent reported that 
on boarding ‘instruments of torture are seen on all sides’. The 
attraction’s own advertising left no doubt as to the nature of 
the display. For a shilling (children 6d) visitors could enjoy:  

THREE DECKS of CELLS,

BLACK HOLES, DENS, and DUNGEONS

in which are shown 

Life-like WAX FIGURES specially imported.

Original Instruments of CONVICT CRUELTY.

MURDERERS in Manacles, Ruffians in Wristlets,

Realistic and Terribly Tragic 

examples of Leg-ironed Lawlessness.

additions, firstly of such characters as Ned Kelly and his gang, 
to the display and finally the creation of the fiction that the 
ship was a surviving convict transport. 

Success was built for the East India trade, in which she was 
engaged for a short time. She then made a number of voyages 
between Britain and various Australian colonies as a migrant 
ship, visiting Hobart in late November 1849. Her last cargo of Aboard Success. Tasmanian Archive and Heritage Office NS1013-1-597  Photo: JW Beattie
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G T PLASTER PTY LTD
For all your plastering needs

11 Katrina Court, Lindisfarne
P: 0409 146 721 (Tony Shearman)

•  New House
•  Renovations
•  Extensions
•  New Ceilings
•  Bathrooms
•  Repairs

Press reaction to the ship and its exhibition was mixed. The 
Tasmanian Mail mentioned only the fact of its arrival. The 
Mercury considered the ship a ‘weird spectacle’, but also an 
important relic of ‘the early life of the Australian Colonies’ which 
were otherwise ‘rapidly disappearing’. The display, The Mercury 
considered, was somewhat confusing, and the paper compared 
the ship to the contemporary popular books written by ex-
convicts describing their experiences, referred to rather snootily 
as ‘a certain class of books, now very numerous’. As such, Success 
was ‘one of the few living but silent witnesses remaining to 
testify to the truth of what on paper appears to people of today 
so much exaggeration’, suggesting The Mercury felt Success’s 
representation of convict life aboard a prison hulk, with physical 
relics and lifelike mannequins with the stories told primarily 
from the authorities’ viewpoint, should be considered a more 
truthful history than stories penned by those who might have 
found themselves incarcerated within the cells of the ship.

The Clipper was most impressed with the ship, while making 
the important point that the exhibition depicted times and 
events long past. The paper’s correspondent experienced a 
‘thrill of almost unnatural expectation and at the same time 
horror’ when going aboard, concluding that the display gave 
‘a better idea of the old time of Australia than all the books 
written on this subject’. The writer found room to express 
some sympathy for the ship’s prisoners. The display showed 
‘the unrelenting tyranny of inhuman gaolers, who inflicted 
punishment that could only have aroused the worst passions 
of the prisoners’. The display could also be seen as an indication 
of how far colonial society had moved on from its penal origins. 
‘One cannot but feel that brighter days are indeed dawning on 
the world, with its more humane methods and aspirations’ the 
paper reported.

was open on Sundays. The correspondent felt this to be 
‘improper’ as, along with Sunday ‘excursions, band concerts 
and sideshows’, visiting the ship was likely ‘to keep people 
from attending a place of worship’. It is difficult also to tell 
who visited the ship. The Governor’s wife and children spent 
an hour aboard, while The Mercury noted that ‘few people 
from the country coming to Hobart miss going on board 
the hulk’. Perhaps visitors were attracted as much by the 
Hobart Brass Band performing each evening on the poop 
deck as they were by the Grand Guignol display below decks. 
Photographer JW Beattie certainly visited; his photographs 
now form one of the principal records of the ship’s early 
years on exhibition. The visit of Success to Hobart perhaps 
demonstrated to Beattie that there was a public taste for 
‘morbidly interesting’ displays of leg irons and other relics of 
imprisonment and punishment. The Clipper remarked that 
the ‘old convict ship of incongruous nomenclature really 
means success to its present proprietors, as the keenest 
interest of the public has been fully shown by its patronage’. 
Beattie’s decision to open his own collection of historic 
memorabilia to the public, parts of which can still be viewed 
today in the collections of TMAG, QVMAG and Port Arthur, 
possibly came from observations of the popularity of Success, 
but the record cannot confirm this.  

References:

W. A. Hall, ‘The Convict Hulk Success’, The Victorian Historical 
Magazine, Vol XIV, No. 2, August 1931, pp. 73-88.

Darren Wilson, ‘100 Howling, Scowling Scoundrels’, Victorian 
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Charles Bateson, The Convict Ships 1787-1868, (Sydney, 1983), 
pp. 280-282.

Robert Hughes, The Fatal Shore, (London, 1988), pp. 600-601.

A more complete history of the life of the Success can be 
found at http://shipsuccess.com compiled by American 
writer Richard Norgard.

Various Australian newspapers accessed through the  
National Library of Australia’s website Trove:  
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper

The Mercury expressed no such sympathy asserting that 
the ship had accommodated some of the ‘most daring 
and bloodthirsty villains of Australian history’; but the 
paper agreed with The Clipper that the ship’s story was an 
Australian one, not specifically Tasmanian. Success was a 
‘Melbourne identity’ and ‘she can claim no hold on Tasmania’. 
This contrasted with the interpretation of a mainland 
newspaper correspondent who considered the ship as part 
of a narrative whereby the ‘influx of the criminal population 
from our neighbouring islands overflowed the then existing 
gaols of Victoria’, clearly trying to distance the convicts from 
mainland history by exiling them firmly to the penal enclaves 
of Tasmania and Norfolk Island.

The Marine Board, however, was not so impressed with 
the vessel. Soon after arrival in Hobart, the manager of the 
Success applied for a refund of port charges as he considered 
the vessel ‘exempt under the regulations of the port’. The 
matter was referred to the Board’s solicitors, who duly agreed 
with the manager. This clearly annoyed the Wardens of the 
Board who decided that the relevant Act needed amending. 
The Wardens weren’t going to let the matter rest there, and 
a month or so later a Warden reported that the Success had 
discharged 100 or so tons of ballast into the river thereby 
rendering the ship liable for port charges. Furthermore the 
Warden observed that the vessel was ‘exhibiting at night 
from the masthead a bright white light over a red one’ which 
was contrary to regulations and ‘calculated to be misleading 
to vessels using the port’. Clearly it had been a bad move 
on the part of the manager of the Success to try and avoid 
paying harbour dues as the Wardens then went on to pass 
a resolution that the ship be detained in port ‘until she had 
been shown to be thoroughly seaworthy’. The condition of 
the Success seems not to have been of undue concern, and 
she departed Hobart for Adelaide on 12 May 1894, seven 
days after the Harbour Board meeting. 

Whether visitors appreciated the historic aspects of the 
ship’s exhibition is hard to tell.  The only correspondence 
mentioned by The Mercury was a complaint that the ship 

Cells on the Success. Tasmanian Archive and Heritage Office NS1013-1-595

knot so hard
a series by Frank Charles Brown

This knot has been recommended in G Budworth’s  
The Hamlyn Book of Knots for attaching monofilament 
line to a reel or spool and also as “a shock absorbing  
slide-and-grip knot when attaching a line to a hook or lure”.

1. Take the working end around 
the spool /hook eye etc. and 

make a Thumb Knot around the 
standing part.  

2. Make several turns with the 
working end.

3. Close up the knot firmly 
around the standing part. 

4. Slide the knot down the 
standing part so that the noose 

is snug around the spool. 

No. 31 
Arbor Knot

Success moored in the Derwent. 

WL Crowther Library. Tasmanian Archive and Heritage Office
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Alf (Ted’s brother) also remembers the construction and 
launching. He wrote:

She was built alongside of what we used to call the Steamer 
Stores jetty at Franklin where the old paddle packet Culloden was 
wont to berth. As a kiddy of 7 years I was on the old May Queen 
when she was launched and I have a vivid, if childish, recollection 
of running around her deck as she slipped off the ways. 

Henry Chesterman’s sons (Edwin and Alfred) would have been 
8 and 7 years old at the launch. Such recollections have led to 
many statements over the years that May Queen was actually 
built for the Chesterman family. This is not the case, but she 
was probably engaged in carrying timber for the Chesterman 
family from a very early date.

Thorp had evidently built May Queen as a speculation, for two 
days after she was registered in his name she was sold to John 
White, tobacconist of Hobart. In the Regattas of 8 January 
1868 and 9 December 1869 William Nicholls was her master; 
Thomas Oldham was her master at the Regatta of 1 December 
1868. On 25 April 1870 William Bell became owner. Then 
described as a craftsman, he appears to have been her master 
during all regattas she competed in under his ownership.

On 7 September 1873 May Queen was officially purchased by 
Henry Chesterman, although he was evidently effective owner 
some time earlier. 

The new barge Hero, and the barge May Queen were amongst 
the arrivals of the crafts yesterday afternoon. Both these vessels 
belong to the firm of Chesterman and Hay, and are laden with 
railway material, from their sawmills at Southport. These vessels 
left the bar at Southport at about eleven o’clock yesterday 
morning, and were in the Dock by five o’clock; thus making 
the trip up in six hours. This timber is for the cutting at Risdon 
(Mercury 18 August 1873).

Henry Chesterman, had a financial interest in the establishment 
of a sawmill at Hastings by John Hay during 1867-1868. After 
being in operation for one year the mill was burnt down and 
Henry dropped out of the project, not being financially involved 
in the rebuilding. However, he clearly remained a major client, 
using Hay’s timber in his contracting work. Chesterman also 
did business with a sawmill established at Raminea by W. H. 
Andrewartha (a familiar Maritime Museum name) in 1870. 
Henry Chesterman bought the Raminea sawmill from him in 
1882. Strangely enough, the ketch One and All built by John 
Wilson at Port Cygnet in 1878 was only first registered by W. H. 
Andrewartha in 1882 and was sold soon afterwards to Henry 
Chesterman, who had also purchased the Raminea Mill.

The ketch May Queen that sailed last night for Garden Island 
conveyed to that place a quantity of winches and plant for starting 
Messrs. Chesterman and Co.’s new sawmill. Among the plant we 
noticed a very large boiler manufactured in England and exported 
to Melbourne, where it was purchased by Messrs. Chesterman and 
Co. The boiler was shipped on board the schooner Agnes and 
Jessie that recently arrived here.

The Marine Board, not having advanced so far in mercantile 
matters as to have a crane upon one of the wharves, the owners 
had to go to the trouble and expense consequent upon taking 
the vessel over to the Bellerive wharf, where the boiler was landed 
and afterwards transhipped on board the May Queen. The boiler, 
which is one of the strongest and heaviest for its size that has 
been imported here, is equal to 40 horse-power. It is made of the 
best Lomoor iron, possess a double flue, with the tubes and shell 
of half an inch and sides five eights of an inch. By the steamship, 
Tasman, there will arrive a 22 horse power slipper’ engine 
manufactured by Messrs, Wright and Edwards of Melbourne to 
Messrs. Chesterman and Co. order. This engine when attached to 
the boiler will supply the motive power for the new sawmill.  We 
wish Messrs. Chesterman and Co. that success in their new venture 
which they so well deserve for their pluck and enterprise (Mercury 
28 February 1875).

Henry Chesterman, and Chesterman and Co., owned, leased or 
otherwise controlled a number of sailing vessels over the 100 
odd years that the timber trading company operated. 

Many ketches were engaged in the timber trade between 
Hobart and the Huon and southern Channel districts, while 
others were larger vessels carrying timber to intercolonial 
destinations. Most of the latter, in particular, were owned 
by their masters while under mortgage with Chestermans. 
Associate river traders, the Boxall family, owned May Queen 
between 1924 and 1940 under contract.  May Queen however, 
was always the sentimental favourite of the Chesterman 
family.

May Queen traded to Raminea for the life of the three mills 
that existed on the site. There were sawmill fires in 1898 and 
1914 (as well as 1974).  She also traded to and from the Lune 
River, Tasman Peninsular and East Coast (Rheban). Sawn 
timber, hardwood beams, piles, mill machinery, boilers, steam 
engines, iron rails, millstones, fruit, and other commodities 
were carried on board.  On the return voyage in the early days 
the vessel would carry chaff and feed for the horse and bullock 
teams that worked dragging logs to the sawmill.  Chestermans 
were one of a number of timber firms associated with Henry 
Jones & Co. During A. C. Boxall’s ownership (1924 to 1940) 
coal was carted to Hobart from Catamaran for Jones & Co. and 
other work for that firm was undertaken on a contract basis.

Skippers of the local trading vessels knew by name most of 
the property owners along their route. Trading ketches were 
often called upon to convey injured or sick individuals, or 
expectant mothers, to the nearest doctor or hospital. Life 
on board the early trading vessels was quite tough with the 
skippers and crew paid by the quantity of the load they were 
able to transport. There was therefore a strong incentive to 
bend the rules in terms of load limits and to attempt as many 
trips as possible over the course of a month.  Deck hands often 
started work as young as twelve or thirteen years of age – 
generally in the company of a father or relative. The handling 
of up to 60 tonnes of green rough sawn timber with bare 
hands and packing it into the hold was hard labour. Once the 
hold was crammed full, wedges would be driven in between 

The ketch May Queen, built in 1867, 66 ft., 36 tons gross, is Australia’s oldest sail 
trading vessel, and is now preserved in Hobart.       MMT Collection 

SAIL TRADING VESSELS AND SAWMILLING
The story of the ketch May Queen

Launch and early history of May Queen

Many sail trading ketches were built on and around the 
Huon, where there was plenty of timber close to suitable 
boatbuilding sites. William Thorp, Jnr., innkeeper of Franklin, 
is listed as a shipbuilder, but he employed a number of 
shipwrights to build vessels and may not have had any hands-
on involvement.

A fine new barge built by Mr. G. W. Thorpe, of the Franklin, has just 
been launched for the river coasting trade. The barge has been 
constructed at the Franklin, is of 60 tons burden, with a keel of 60 
feet, and is, we are informed, a very fine vessel. The craft has been 
named the May Queen (Mercury 6 June 1867).

May Queen’s official builder was Alexander (Alik) Lawson.

The new barge Queen of May (sic), built a short time since at the 
Franklin by Mr. Alexander Lawson, for Mr. William Thorpe, also of 
the Franklin, came up to town yesterday afternoon, with a cargo 
of produce from the Huon … Unless disposed of privately we 
understand the barge will be placed in the river trade (Mercury 3 
August 1867).

Henry Chesterman, who had arrived at Melbourne by the ship 
Chalmers in 1852 and moved to Tasmania two years later, had 
a long involvement with May Queen. His son, Ted Chesterman, 
wrote in 1940:

I was at the launching of this famous old ketch, and remember the 
builder quite well.  He used to board with us at the Kent Hotel, and 
many a time I have gone to him with paper and pencil to draw me 
a ship for he was a very clever shipwright, and for years I treasured 
some of his drawings. He built the Alabama a well known ketch on 
the Huon River with painted ports, but no sailor. I remember his 
saying if he built another it would be a goer, and the May Queen 
is the result. This was the last ketch he built. At the same yard 

immediately after, the ketch Sailor Prince was built, supposed to 
be off the same model as the May Queen but this ketch was very 
slow and went to Adelaide and was sold. Alik … was not going to 
let his model be copied.

Colonial settlement of the Huon River began in the 1820s, with settlers first cutting eucalypt 
timber, then growing potatoes, then fruit in large quantities. By the late 1840s the standard 
Huon trader had become a strongly-built centreboard ketch, locally known as a barge, heavily 
framed and flat-bottomed to allow loading alongside or even aground riverside timber yards 
and farms. Regular steamship services between the Huon and Hobart by the former English 
Channel ferry Culloden furthered development of the Huon and Channel districts during the 
1850s until the depression of the early 1860s, after which regular steamer services were not seen 
again until the 1880s. A regular two-way coach service begun in 1869, coped with passenger 
traffic; bulk goods were more cheaply shipped by water. During this period ketch construction 
became a major industry – both for local use and for export interstate and overseas.

by Bob Chesterman and  Graeme Broxam
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of the T.S.N. Co.’s flagship Tasman, but on the morning of 30 
September 1883 the steamer collided with a rock (Hippolytes 
Rocks, Tasman Peninsula), only about twenty miles from 
where the incident with May Queen occurred. The Tasman 
sank within fifteen minutes, although no lives were lost.  Evans 
was back in charge of the Esk when she was wrecked at Tamar 
Heads on 22 April 1886, marking the end of his seagoing 
career. Edwin Chesterman was aboard as second engineer 
on the Esk. (Evans went on to become a notable Tasmanian 
politician, state premier, and finally Lieutenant Governor.)

May Queen sank on only two known occasions during her 
long career. The shallow-drafted, broad-beamed ketches were 
quite prone to capsize if caught by a sudden squall of wind. 
It was under these circumstances that May Queen sank off 
Police Point at the entrance to the Huon River on 16 February 
1888. May Queen had left Hobart early that morning to 
proceed down river where she was to load a cargo of piles for 
Bridgewater. Under the command of Captain Edward McAvoy, 
she was carrying about 15 tons of ballast. At 2 pm, about a 
mile offshore between Police Point and Huon Island, she was 
struck by a squall, heeled over and sank rapidly in 17 fathoms 
of water. The crew of three escaped unharmed although the 
master was a heavy loser when 50 sovereigns and a gold 
chronometer went down with the wreck. Henry Chesterman 
left for the scene as soon as he received news of the disaster 
to organise salvage operations. The wreck was buoyed and 
he entered into negotiations with the commanding officer of 
the visiting warship HMS Egeria to borrow her divers to assist. 
Unfortunately Egeria’s pumps could only support diving up 
to nine fathoms which was only half what was required and 
arrangements had to be made to bring one in from Victoria. 
On 3 April the ketches Alabama and One and All left Hobart 
to assist with the salvage operations. By 16 April May Queen 
had been dragged into 8 fathoms of water and from there was 
raised without much difficulty, arriving at Hobart on 22 April 
under tow from the steam ketch Amy Louise. It was found that 
there was relatively little damage, and she was back in service 
within a few weeks.

On 19 December 1925 May Queen was run into by the ferry 
Kangaroo in Sullivans Cove, and was the subject of an enquiry:

When the Kangaroo left her berth at Hobart at 12.30 p.m. on 
19th December last, the master saw the May Queen standing 
across from off Ocean Pier towards Prince’s Wharf. The May 
Queen was under reefed mainsail and staysail, with a few yards 
of mizzen peak showing. Instead of following her usual route 
alongside Princes Wharf, the Kangaroo was headed across the 
pier heads towards King’s Pier with a view to avoiding the ketch. 
There was nothing to show where the latter was making for, but 
she came round under the same sail about 60 yards from the 
Port Victor, a steamer lying at Princes Wharf and the courses of 
the two vessels then converged. The distance apart at that stage 
is variously estimated, but appears to have been somewhere 
about 100 yards, or even less. A stormy north westerly wind was 
blowing. The Kangaroo is 110 feet long, so that she was less than 
three lengths from the ketch when the latter came round, and the 
Kangaroo kept steadily coming round to port. The master of the 
Kangaroo blew three blasts and reversed his engines; the May 
Queen altered her course and the main sheet was slacked, but 
owing probably to the effect of the mizzen peak she paid away 
very slowly- The Kangaroo was almost stopped when the boats 
collided. The May Queen was struck amidships on the port side, 
and the rail and several stanchions were carried away.

The Court is of the opinion that the master of either vessel might 
have avoided the collision by taking earlier precautions.  Captain 
O’May, the master of the Kangaroo, had full knowledge that the 
ketch was in the vicinity, and assumed, too readily, that she would 
keep her course towards Princes Pier. The sail she was carrying 
would indicate that she was not pulling up there. Captain O’May 
should have stopped until he was sure of her movements.

On the other hand the master of the May Queen was fully 
aware of the Kangaroo’s course at the time he came around. 
By standing in another length before coming round he would 
have deadened the ketch’s way sufficiently to avoid a collision, 
but nothing was done till too late. The Kangaroo was a steam 
vessel, and had the ketch on the starboard side, both of which 
circumstances required him to give way; he did so, but too late.

the top of the load and the deck beams. Additional timber 
would be loaded on deck until the vessel was down to the 
Plimsoll line (or sometimes above). The crew slept in rough 
bunks up forward and the skipper back aft in the captain’s 
cabin. Cooking was done on an open firepot placed on a 
couple of lengths of railway iron – generally in the aft port 
corner of the vessel.  

The first engine was installed in May Queen by Boxall in 1924, 
a 63 Model International petrol-powered discarded lorry 
engine. In 1940 Chestermans installed a low horsepower Lister 
diesel engine. A few years later a 40 HP Gardner diesel engine 
was installed until she went out of service in 1973.  In calm 
conditions carrying 25,000 super feet of green hardwood (60 
tons) the trip of 45 miles from Raminea would take about 8 
hours – with wind help considerably less. It was necessary 
to come out of the Esperance River on a high tide. The ketch 
would not move until the tide reached a particular mark on 
one of the mill jetty piles. (Although there are tales of more 
impatient skippers trying to ‘bounce’ the keel over a rocky 
ledge that obstructed the passage).

In February 1948 May Queen had an extensive overhaul at 
Purdon and Featherstone’s slip. New frames were set up 
alongside the old ones and much of the planking replaced, 
the stringers and keelson were renewed together with the 
interior lining (ceiling). The false keel was also replaced. All the 
timber was cut at the Raminea Mill.

Incidents in a Long Career

The average survival life for sawmills and wooden trading 
vessels is probably less than twenty years.  May Queen 
experienced a number of accidents of varying severity in a 
long career, but as far as is known, with only one loss of life. 
The first reported accident was in 1873.

Between 9 and 10 o’clock yesterday morning the wind, which had 
been light from the west, suddenly shifted to S.W., and came up 
in a heavy squall, and catching several of the river craft bound 
down, they had to turn tail and run for shelter. One of them, 
the barge May Queen, got caught before she could round to, 
and her mizzen was blown out of the bolt ropes, her mizzen-top 
carried away, and the crosstrees came rattling down on deck, 
striking one of the crew on the head, and for the time rendering 
him insensible; but he soon rallied, and with the exception of a 
cut and a bruise was none the worse. The May Queen, and other 
craft got safely into port (Mercury 28 July 1873).

May Queen’s closest scrape with total disaster occurred on 
4 June 1883 when she collided with the Tasmanian Steam 
Navigation Company’s steamship Esk off Tasman Peninsula.  
At the time the May Queen was carrying stone from buildings 
at Port Arthur that Henry Chesterman had purchased for 
demolition, using the stone to build houses in Sandy Bay 
Road.  When it was found that the ketch was not in danger, 
the Esk continued on her way to Sydney.  An Inquiry under the 
Wrecks Inquiries Act, unable to be held until her return, took 
place at the Police Court, Hobart on 16 June. 

From the very contradictory evidence given by the crews of 
the two vessels it is very difficult to decide which statement is 
correct, the crew of the steamer stating there was a four-knot 
breeze, whilst those in the ketch say it was a dead calm. But as 
the helmsman of the ketch has stated in his evidence that the 
master, who was in the forepart of the ketch, ordered him to 
bring the ship’s head to the northward, she then heading N.W., 
bears out the statement of those on the bridge of the steamer 
that they first observed a green light, and then both lights came 
into view, which shows that the ketch’s head must have gone to 
the northward for them to see the red light, and that she must 
have had some steerage way. Also, the officer on the bridge of the 
steamer, and the men likewise, state that the red light of the ketch 
was shut in soon afterwards, so that the position of the vessel 
must have been again altered.

The officer on watch on board the steamship Esk carried out the 
rule of the road by starboarding his helm on first seeing the green 
light; but when he altered the helm hard to port on seeing both 
side-lights of the ketch, the speed of the steamer should have 
been immediately reduced, and the engines reversed if necessary.
The first cause of the disaster was by the ketch not keeping on 
her course - as the rule of the road on this occasion ought to have 
been followed - as in Act 61 it says; - “That when one of two ships 
is required to keep out of the way of the other, What is the other 
to do? To keep her course.” This is absolutely necessary to enable 
the commander of the ship required by the Regulations to keep 
out of the way to act with decision and promptitude, which he 
cannot possibly do without he knows what course the other 
vessel is going to adopt.

The Court therefore consider that from the very conflicting 
evidence as regards the wind at the time given by the crews of 
both vessels; that as the ketch did not keep on her course as 
required by the rules of the road; and that the steamer did not 
reduce her speed or go astern; that the master of the ketch pay 
the costs of repairs to his own vessel, and that the Captain of the 
Esk pay the costs of this enquiry.

 O. .A. KEMP, Acting Police Magistrate

J. SHORTT, Nautical assessor

(Government’s Hobart Gazette 3 July 1883).

None of the principals in this incident would be out of trouble 
for long. On the night of 15 July May Queen arrived at Hobart 
in a partially dismasted state. She had left Port Arthur with 
timber but while off Adventure Bay encountered a strong 
westerly gale. Her mizzen mast broke off at the deck, went 
over the side with all its sails, rigging and fittings and was lost. 
She put into Wedge Bay for the night before coming up to 
town rigged as a cutter.

On 26 January 1885 May Queen ran into the yacht Foam 
anchored off Lucas’ slip. Although the ketch was undamaged, 
the yacht suffered considerable damage including the loss of 
her mast. 

More serious trouble awaited Captain Evans of the Esk. Shortly 
after the collision with May Queen he was promoted to master 

Adamsons Peak, showing entrance to Port Esperance. The vessel is believed to be May Queen.                        MMT Collection. Photo: Beattie, Hobart
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The Court considers that the master of each vessel was too late 
in taking measures to avoid the other, and cannot exonerate 
either of them from responsibility for the collision. Under the 
circumstances, the Court considers that each master committed 
an error of judgement, but the certificate of each should be 
returned to him without the imposition of a penalty or any order 
as to costs.

E.W. Turner, P.M., President.  
J. Davis, William H. T. Brown, Nautical Assessors

Costs of the enquiry, £10  l0/-

Dated at Hobart this sixth day of March, one thousand nine 
hundred and twenty six.

In December 1940, more than half a century after her first 
sinking, May Queen repeated the performance in less dramatic 
circumstances. While carrying a cargo of 17,000 feet of cut 
timber from the Raminea sawmill and some steel wagon 
wheels for the Lune River sawmill, she hit the Dover wharf, 
rebounded, rolled over and sank on one side, with the other 
only partly submerged. It was reported that only her masts 
were visible at high tide (Mercury 3 December 1940). She was 
soon refloated with little structural damage.

Trevor Tuttle was heading out from Hobart in May Queen to 
Raminea in 1966 when just off Taroona the vessel lurched and 
the stern was lifted several feet up from her normal position 
in the water. Trevor knew that there were no rocks at this 
location and wondered what he had struck. A few seconds 
later the stern dropped back and a whale surfaced just off  
the port side. The whale was roughly the same length as  
May Queen (66ft), it stayed on the surface for a few seconds 
and then submerged and headed in the direction of South 
Arm. There was no damage, or sign of leakage below decks,  
so Trevor continued on his voyage.

The Christmas spirit(s) arrived a little early in December 
1972 when Wayne Evans, a crewman ‘borrowed’ May Queen 
after having a few drinks at the local hotel. He was found 
the following day at Kettering and charged with ‘Technical 
Piracy’ for taking the vessel without the appropriate Masters 
Certificate.

End of a long career

At the completion of her working life May Queen was 
passed from Chesterman & Co. to H. Jones and Co. (for 6 
months) and then on to the Marine Board of Hobart via the 
State Government in 1975. The Marine Board undertook 
comprehensive refurbishment, restoring and remaking 
where required many of the rigging components. She was 
then placed in Waterman’s Dock for permanent display. 
Despite a regular slipping and painting program, inadequate 
ongoing maintenance of the hull and deck timbers allowed 
serious deterioration till, by 1999, there were grave fears for 
the vessel’s ongoing survival. A new organisation registered 
as May Queen Pty. Ltd. was formed to oversee the vessel’s 
restoration, initially completed in 2004.

The ketch May Queen is now owned by May Queen Pty 
Ltd, a not for profit organization with the objective of the 
conservation, preservation, and interpretation of the vessel. 
She is the oldest sail trading vessel afloat in Australia and the 
fourth oldest fore and aft sailing vessel of her type still afloat 
in the world. She is currently leased by May Queen Pty Ltd to 
the Maritime Museum of Tasmania for a nominal sum so that 
the functions of maintenance and general upkeep can be 
separated from the display functions.

The historical and cultural importance of May Queen to the 
country, and in particular to Tasmania, are of a high order 
of significance. The World Ship Trust has recognised this 
by placing the vessel at No. 22 on their Maritime Heritage 
Award listing which is granted to those ships considered of 
transcendent importance in the context of maritime history and 
heritage.

Ed: See also the book review SV May Queen: A Grand Survivor 
on page 7.

Summary

Due to her extended working life May Queen competed (and 
obtained a place) in more of the trading vessel races at the 
various regattas than any other vessel. Henry Chesterman 
served as a Warden on the Hobart Marine Board of Hobart 
(1883–1900) and on the Royal Hobart Regatta Association 
Committee from 1888–1901. Each major coastal area 
held a regatta which was a major social event. Ferries or 
steamers would bring visitors to the various outlying centres 
from Hobart such as Dover, Shipwrights Point, Bellerive, 
New Norfolk and latter Sandy Bay. There was always keen 
competition for the various sailing, woodchopping and 
novelty events. May Queen was involved for over eighty years 
in the ‘barge races’ as they were usually referred to. Each 
settlement had their favourite vessel and significant wagers 
were often placed on the outcome of the races.

http://www.maritimetas.org/collection-displays/may-queen

May Queen in full sail.                MMT Collection

profile of a member PETER ASHFORD  – MARINE ENGINEER

Bob Petrass, former editor of the Maritime Times of Tasmania, 
believed very strongly in acknowledging the work of volunteers 
who keep the museum running. The Maritime Times Award was 
part of this, and the Award is to continue, but we feel that our 
volunteers have their own stories which are, in many ways, as 
important to the museum as the stories told by our objects and 
pictures. Future Awards will be accompanied by a short profile 
of the volunteer(s) in question. We start with a profile of Peter 
Ashford whose work, with that of his wife Anne, was recognised 
in MTT No. 46. An outstanding team effort. (Editor)

My close association with the Hobart waterfront began in 
1982. I had started a business offering marine engineering 
services to the Hobart fishing fleet. I was operating out of the 
family’s Ford station wagon and was successful in picking up 
quite a lot of work, while keeping the wagon a jump ahead 
of the Marine Board’s enthusiastic parking control officers. 
Captain Twostroke was by far the most active. He gained his 
soubriquet from the little motorbike on which he cruised 
the waterfront while issuing tickets. He was not amused, on 
one occasion, to find his motorbike had been welded, yes 
welded, to a staunchion by one of Hobart’s more colourful 
cray-fishermen. Captain Twostroke’s partner, whom I believe 
was May Queen’s final master in her trading days, was kindlier 
to deal with.

I always wanted to be seagoing marine engineer. I come from 
generations of seafarers from the Isles of Scilly. In 1951 I began 
a five-year apprenticeship as a fitter and turner in the marine 
engineering workshop of Seagar Bros. in Auckland, effecting 
repairs to big ships’ hulls (riveting – welded hulls were 
very new then), diesel engines, steam engines, boilers, and 
ship’s auxiliary machinery, both above and below deck. This 
extensive experience set me up well for the future. Three years 
of night school, with lots of exams, gave me the necessary 
theoretical knowledge and maximum qualifications for an 
aspirant with no sea time. 

Sea going experience was necessary for progression. I was 
accepted as a junior (12th) engineer by New Zealand Shipping 
Co., one of the many subsidiaries of P&O, on RMS Rangitoto, 
22000 GRT, where I was put on the freezer. I learned many 
things in my brief time with NZS; one incident left me aghast 
at the conduct of politics and world trade. For that first trip we 
loaded a frozen locker with Birdseye frozen peas and beans, 
grown in the Hawkes Bay district (NZ) for discharge in Royal 
Albert Dock, England. For the return voyage we loaded the 
very same locker with Birdseye frozen peas and beans grown 
in Somerset and Devon for discharge and sale in NZ! I did not 
last long in foreign-going shipping, as my family had started to 
arrive. With a preference for smaller ships, I was accepted into 
NZ coastal shipping. I then left to operate the family farm, 200 
miles north of Auckland – a venture that didn’t work out. So! 
Back to sea for a few years. After my national service in the Royal 
NZ Air Force, and further training, I worked for ten years flying 
an agricultural aeroplane on the east coast, north of Auckland. 

I then received a request from my parents, now living in 
Swansea, Tasmania, to manage their ‘retirement’  business –  
a little caravan park which had quickly become too much 
for them. Now! Previous experience told me not to work for 
my parents again, so I looked at the park, and made an offer. 
The deal was completed, and we sold the business six years 
later. I was now unemployed. Though money was not short, 
unemployment quickly became a very uncomfortable berth. 
The Electrona Carbide Works took me on as a maintenance 
fitter, but six months later ceased operations. Selling 
machinery to farmers for Hopkins Rural Supplies was very 
successful for 18 months, but I didn’t like the work. I began 
offering marine engineering repair services to the Hobart 
fishing fleet. During this conversion of  the steam whale 
chaser Cheynes II, a charter was obtained for Cheynes II to 
steam to Heard Island with an expedition of radio operators, 
scientists, mountain climbers and a TV crew. I joined the 
ship in Albany WA as chief engineer on her ‘schooner rigged’ 
final voyage. It was quite an adventure, but that is another 
story! My last view of Cheynes II was in September 2011 - 
abandoned on a sand bank off the Albany quarantine wharf. 
She was a sad sight.

Back in Hobart, I accepted the position of tutor in marine 
engineering and sea safety at Australian Maritime College, 
Beauty Point campus. A stern faced, bushy-eyebrowed 
Captain Mike Webb was a member of the interviewing 
team. Promotion saw my rise to Acting Senior Lecturer. 
After 11 years of this work, and at age 60, retirement was 
being considered when the position as casual engineer with 
Northwestern Shipping and Towage was offered and readily 
accepted. I was there until January 2012. In this period I also 
undertook ship delivery voyages, dredging, hydrographic 
surveying, specialised cargo delivery voyages and coastal 
towing which included towing a decommissioned Otama 
class submarine from HMAS Stirling (Perth) to Westernport. 
Eventually, I had traversed most of Australia’s coast, and 
visited many ports, including some foreign ports.

Shortly before retirement (1995), an approach was made for 
me to join the Beauty Point branch of the Royal Volunteer 
Coastal Patrol. The RVCP had been given a 66 feet ex 
Maritime Services Board’s pilot cutter. The vessel’s machinery 
and electrical system were in appalling condition. Two 
years of my voluntary work saw Goondaloo back in reliable 
service. She is still doing all that is expected of her. More 
recently, after my wife and Mike Webb met again by chance 
in the street, I found myself commissioned, once again on a 
voluntary basis, to the overhaul (i.e. complete replacement) 
of the electrical system of Windward. The original system was 
a complicated operation which in my view was destined to 
lead to either flat or ‘stewed’ batteries, with the consequent 
problems. There has been other engineering work on her, 
with more to come.
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My work in indexing photographs at the Maritime Museum 
Tasmania means I’ve come across thousands of ships, and 
some of the names stick! However, I had a feeling that Brier 
Holme was wrecked in Tasmania, and, on returning home and 
consulting Harry O’May’s Wrecks in Tasmanian Waters, this 
was confirmed. Brier Holme came to grief in 1904 on a voyage 
from London to Hobart. After she was reported missing for 
some months, her wreckage was found on the West Coast 
between Port Davey and South West Cape. Only one of her 
18 crew survived, a Norwegian national named Oscar Larsen, 
and I recommend you read O’May for the detailed story of the 
tragedy and Larsen’s amazing survival.

Another Sunderland-built iron barque is, of course, “our” 
beloved James Craig, built in 1874 as Clan Macleod by Bartram, 
Haswell & Co. Although owned by the Sydney Heritage 
Fleet, she has a long history with Tasmania and marks that 
by returning every two years as an honorary wooden vessel 
for the Australian Wooden Boat Festival. In addition scores if 
not hundreds of Hobart’s visiting ships over the years were 
probably built at or near Sunderland on the banks of the River 
Wear (pronounced “weir”) in North East England. 

According to Sunderland – The Biggest Shipbuilding Town in the 
World (by Alan Brett and Andrew Garth. Black Cat Publications: 
Sunderland 2005) there is documentary evidence that one 
Thomas Menville, shipbuilder of Hendon, Sunderland, paid 
rent of two shillings a year to the Bishop of Durham in 1346 
for the privilege of plying his trade there. In 1851 Marwood’s 
Maritime Directory listed about 70 shipbuilders on the Wear, 
which is not a big estuary compared to the likes of the 
Thames, Mersey, Clyde and Tyne – the Derwent above the 
Tasman Bridge is far more spacious! In fact the chairman of Sir 
James Laing and Sons (Wear Shipbuilders) is quoted as saying 
in 1946: “On a narrow river with many difficult bends and 
corners we manage to launch more merchant ship tonnage 
than any other town in the world.” In 1906, 99 ships totalling 
365,951 tons were launched. None of them were Titanics or 
Queen Elizabeths – Sunderland built the workhorses of the 
world’s merchant fleets (and more than a few corvettes and 
minesweepers for the Royal Navy).

Sunderland’s main role during World War 2 however was 
the building of cargo vessels to replace those lost to enemy 
action while running the blockades in the North Atlantic. 
Between 1939 and 1945 Sunderland shipyards built 245 ships 

of a million and a half tons in all, and presumably repaired 
many more. This was in spite of a shortage of workers and 
resources; many men enlisted in the armed forces, but 
hundreds of women worked in the shipyards during the war 
years, including Mrs Collard of Bartram’s, who, in 1942, was 
the first woman ever admitted to the Boilermakers’ Society 
as a welder. The shipyards were naturally targeted by the 
enemy and suffered considerable damage and some loss of 
life in air raids. My mother, then a schoolgirl living some 20 
miles west of Sunderland, told of the whole town turning 
out to cheer a Spitfire pursuing a bomber inland after one of 
these raids. 

More than 10 times as many of the famous “Liberty Ships” 
were built in the US and Canada during WW2 as the Wear’s 
total output, but Sunderland can lay claim to the designer 
of these mass-produced standard vessels so vital to keeping 
Britain supplied. Empire Liberty was built at J. L. Thompson’s 
yard in 1941 for the Ministry of War Transport, and J. Cyril 
Thompson, MD of the firm at the time, took the plans to 
America where they were adapted for mass construction 
methods. Over 2,700 were launched. Ironically, Thompson’s 
ship was torpedoed and sunk on the return journey, but he 
survived, and, obviously bored with his mundane life, joined 
the RAF and saw active service in Italy. He was awarded the 
CBE for his war effort – today, sporting and pop stars get 
knighthoods!

In 1967 Austin & Pickersgill launched the first of their new 
low-cost, standard-design cargo vessels, Nicola. The SD14s 
(SD is Sunderland’s port designation and the ships had a 
deadweight of 14,000 tons) were to replace the then-aging 
Liberty ships, and were a commercial success, with 211 being 
built at A&P, and under licence at Bartram’s and a few other 
British and overseas yards. 

Despite the cramped conditions on the Wear, several very 
large vessels were built there, including the bulk carrier MV 
Aurora, 150,000 tons. It was launched at J. L. Thompson’s in 
June 1975 for Bulk Shipping Associates, and operated by 
P&O.

Two other major shipyards on the Wear were Short’s, 
who pioneered the eight hour working day in the 1890s, 
and Doxford’s who, besides being a leading shipbuilder 
in terms of output and innovation, were a major engine 
manufacturer. According to Brett & Clark, in the steam-
dominated 1930s Doxford-built or designed diesel engines 
comprised 90% of the world’s production! 

The title “biggest shipbuilding town in the world” dates 
back to 1834 when Lloyd’s Register stated that the output of 

the Wear’s shipyards almost equalled the 
combined total of all the other towns. Of 
course, this dominance did not last, but 
well into the second half of the twentieth 
century Sunderland punched well above 
its weight. On 6 March 1947 three ships 
were launched on the Wear within one 
hour! Hartismere (Doxford’s), Aida (Short 
Bros.), and Lord Glanely (Pickersgill’s) all 
slipped into a 200 yard stretch of the river. 
Like most manufacturing industries in 

Western countries however competition, from overseas 
countries with cheaper labour and perhaps more relaxed 
health and safety concerns, proved too great, and one by 
one the yards closed until on 7 December 1988 they were  
all gone.

I was initially a little disappointed with the Sunderland 
Museum’s maritime section until it dawned on me that, 
unlike Hobart, Sunderland never was a major import/export 
and immigrant port, with whaling, Antarctic exploration, 
and one of the world’s major ocean yacht races thrown 
in for good measure. Apart from coal being shipped from 
local collieries and a modest fishing fleet, all they did on 
the Wear was build ships. A local saying neatly sums it up: 
“We mak’em and they tak’em” – we make the ships and the 
rest of the world takes them away and uses them. From this 
comes the nickname “Mackems” for Sunderland’s people, 
which is still occasionally used. Today their descendants 
mak’ cars for Nissan, but are proud of their maritime 
heritage. Sadly, I haven’t found any shipbuilders in my family 
tree; they were mostly miners, but, then again, without coal 
those steamers wouldn’t have gone far!

SUNDERLAND – WE MAK’EM AND THEY TAK’EM!

by David Tulip

Model of Brier Holme at Sunderland Museum & Winter Garden.       Photo: David Tulip

MV Nicola, the first SD14. Model at Sunderland Museum & Winter Garden                      Photo: David Tulip

The first thing I saw as I entered the area of the Sunderland Museum and Winter Gardens, which 

is devoted to shipbuilding, was a model of Brier Holme, an iron-hulled barque of 920 tons gross, 

built by Joseph L. Thompson and Sons of Sunderland in 1876. “There’s a familiar name!”  

I thought to myself, but wasn’t able to place it at the time. 

ANVERS 
Confectionery

•  Chocolate Tasting  •  Viewing  
•  Gardens  •  Cafe and Museum

Indulge yourselves in a Belgian style breakfast in a chocolate factory, 
morning and a�ernoon tea in the old gardens listening to the native birds, 
a fine Tasmanian lunch near a cosy wood heater, stocking up on Tasmania’s 
finest chocolates or just browsing through the chocolate antique display. 
There is ample car and bus parking on site.

Also catering for the quick quality business lunch and corporate presentations in 
our own private room.

The “House of Anvers” is a real chocolate taste sensation. It is located on the Bass Highway between 
Devonport and Latrobe and is open 7am - 7pm, 7 days a week. Phone: (03) 6426 2958 for bookings
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Lunch Time Talk Series 
Did you know that each first Tuesday of the month at midday, 
the Maritime Museum hosts a lunch time talk at the Royal 
Society Room in Customs House, Davey Street?  
These talks cover aspects of Tasmania’s maritime heritage, 
and sometimes look at the relationship we have with our 
environmental heritage as well. Our most recent talk was 
presented by one of our members, Suzanne Smythe, on the 
history of the Derwent Light. 

Here are our next three talks for your diaries:

•	 3 June  ‘Bushranging and piracy on the far north-west of 
Tasmania’ presented by Peter Mercer.

•	 1 July  ‘A Century on the Sand: the fate of the barque Svenor’ 
presented by Janet Fenton.

•	 5 August  ‘Kent Group Museum: Australia’s remotest 
museum?’ presented by Shirley Baker.

Digital Hull-Scanning 
Digital hull scanning is a way to capture the lines of a vessel – 
especially heritage vessels, where the hull may be vulnerable 
to decay or damage. Hull lines and scans can offer a record of 
the vessel’s shape now, allowing researchers to work out what 
it was originally like, and offer the chance to rebuild or restore 
in the future.

One of the hull-scanning team’s jobs this last year has been to 
work on a more cost effective way to scan hulls and as you can 
see from these photographs, we’re experimenting at the small 
end of the spectrum: with half hull models! Naval architect 
Dougal suggested that we try a Kinnect – a popular gaming 
device that measures distances between itself and any other 
object in order to create 3D images. Dougal has written us a 
software program to help process the data, and volunteers 
Tony Judd and Alan Sholten and myself have been learning 
how to use the Kinnect essentially as a hand-held camera. If 
you’d like to learn more or have a go, feel free to contact me 
through the Maritime Museum.

One of the nice things about this project is the chance to 
take a look at the significance of some of the builder’s models 
we’re scanning. One especially caught my eye. Does anyone 
remember a friendly society called the Good Templars? The 
Good Templars were a temperance society who first arrived in 
Tasmania in 1874 – the same year a young John Wilson built 
and launched a 40 ton blue gum ketch called Good Templar. 
The half hull model of this vessel is now in the Maritime 
Museum collection, and is one of those we scanned in May. 

School holiday programs – all aboard with May Queen
Speaking of ketches, our Autumn school holiday programs 
saw us focusing on May Queen and working closely with the 
May Queen Trust. While Louis Rodway taught kids to draw 
ships and stories from their imaginations, the May Queen Trust 
welcomed us and about 45 kids and their parents aboard  
May Queen. Activities included knot tying, packing and 
loading apples and potatoes into an apple box and hand-
made potato sacks, and a chance to explore the hold of the 
vessel. These two programs were so popular that kids from  
the art class were asking their Mum to book them on to  
May Queen afterwards. A huge thanks to our Maritime 
Museum volunteers and the May Queen Trust volunteers  
for making everyone so welcome.

Until next time, wishing you fair skies and following seas….

no ship there I was 
being the continuing adventures of the maritime  
heritage coordinator Elizabeth Adkins, part the twelfth.

The use of the image on the back of this Maritime Times of 
Tasmania was inspired by a recent donation to the Museum. 
It is a deckchair which has no canvas cover, looks like it has 
spent a good many years unused and unloved in a shed, 
but has a fascinating history. Carved on it are the names J 
O Gage and 27 ships, each followed by a date. These range 
from RMS Ophir in 1899 to RMS Arawa in 1939 and have 
obviously been carved at different times. An internet and 
newspaper search soon revealed that John Ogle Gage used 
the deck chair to record his overseas voyages over 60 years. 

Gage was named after his grandfather who migrated to 
Tasmania with his Irish wife on Triton in 1823. As a retired 
military officer with a letter of recommendation he was 
awarded a large land grant at Macquarie Plains. In 1827 he 
acquired Gagebrook at Old Beach and the family became 
gentlemen farmers.

His grandson, John Gage was well-heeled enough to travel 
to England as a saloon passenger on his first deckchair 
voyage on RMS Ophir. (Fellow saloon passengers were 
Governor Gormanston and his wife). Ophir had arrived in 
Hobart to pick up 20,000 cases of fruit, the last shipment 
for the season, and 150 tons of copper to take to London. 
Gage was one of about 30 passengers who joined the ship 
in Hobart. (Two years later RMS Ophir became the Royal 
Yacht which brought the Duke and Duchess of Cornwall and 
York to Australia to open the country’s first parliament at 
Federation. )

From England Gage seems to have travelled to South Africa 
where news articles have him in the British forces during the 
Boer War and as a civilian employed on the Imperial Railways. 
He seems to have travelled back to Australia in 1902 on  
SS Medic along with a small contingent of Tasmanian troops. 
A year later he returned to South Africa to marry English 
nurse, Amy Allen, at the Cathedral in Pretoria. 

The last voyage carved into the deckchair was in 1939 
shortly after Gage failed in a bid to represent Denison for 
the Nationalists. He and his wife travelled on RMS Arawa to 
holiday in Britain. When they arrived and hostilities began 
they stayed to do war work in London. Captain Gage became 
a male nurse and then worked in the Home Guard checking 
out old tunnels and passages in the city. Apparently when 
one tunnel was cleaned out with boiling water the workers 
all became drunk; it was found that the floor boards were 
from old warships and were soaked in rum! 

Who knows what other stories can be gleaned from the 
other ship names and dates scratched into the timbers of the 
old deck chair. 

The picture on the back page was part of the composite 
image reproduced here, which shows activities on a liner 

bringing migrants to Australia in 1890. This image and many 
more have been used in our new migration exhibition called 
From Over the Seas – stories of Tasmanian migrants. Come 
and have a look at it in our temporary exhibition area on the 
ground floor.

notes from the curator
by Rona Hollingsworth

Lawn tennis on board ship – and deckchairs.  
Illustrated Australian News 1890.  
Picture Collection, State Library of Victoria

Texting in the 1890s? Another intriguing 
photo found during research for the 
migration exhibition.

From London to Australia in a P&O Liner. Illustrated Australian News December 1890  
             Picture Collection, State Library of Victoria

Clockwise from top: Allan holding the Kinnect and laptop with Tony supervising. 
New crew exploring the May Queen for ‘Deckhand for a Day’. Exploring the hold for 
‘Deckhand for a Day’.                             All photos taken by the author.
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I found Maynards Wine Gums and Marmite (far, far superior 
to Vegemite!) in Coles the other day and every now and 
again we treat ourselves to a bottle or two of proper English 
beer.  Food and drink is also, of course, an integral part of 
celebration in most cultures and each year Hobart enjoys 
a plethora of festivals where our cultural differences are 
celebrated mainly through eating and drinking! 

With these thoughts in mind I settled on David Tulip’s article 
on shipbuilding in the north east of England as inspiration 
for this edition’s recipe. With thoughts of ‘little fishys’ on ‘little 
dishys’ I went off in search of soused herring but found Pan 
Haggerty instead. That rather surprised me because I thought 
it was from Glasgow. I also discovered that, while the basic 
dish comprises onions, potatoes and cheese cooked and 
served in the same pan, there are many different versions 
of Pan Haggerty. Some contain bacon or other meat, many 
don’t. It is a solid, wintry dish high on carbs and dairy protein, 
and is excellent either on its own or served with sausages and 
fried left-over veggies.  

I have no idea where my recipe came from (it’s not written 
down and I’ve never been to Sunderland) but I have cooked 
it many times in the past, accompanied by sausages and red 
cabbage.  I would counsel caution with the recipe as  
I’ve guessed the quantities!

Butter or dripping.

Floury potatoes. Peeled and sliced thinly. Enough for three or 
four layers of your favourite frying pan or oven-proof skillet.

Onions. As above!

Red Leicester cheese. Grated. A greedy amount (I tend to 
get through quite a lot of the grated cheese while assembling 
whatever it is to be used for). If you can’t find Red Leicester, a 
good mature cheddar will do. And I’m thinking, now, of trying 
this with a blue cheese. I guess to be authentically Northumbrian 
you’d need a Northumbrian cheese.

Double Cream. Mebbe about 250ml. Cream doesn’t appear in 
many of the recipes I found for this dish, but it’s in mine. Omit it if 
you like.

Salt and Pepper.

In a good heavy-based frying pan or oven-proof skillet melt the 
butter or dripping and gently fry the onions until soft. (I’ve heard 
this described as ‘sweating’ onions. Presumably that is for people 
who think frying is unhealthy.) Remove from the pan.

In the greasy pan build up layer after layer of first potato, then 
onion, then cheese, potato, onion, cheese, potato, onion etc., 
finishing with a layer of potato. Season between each layer. I 
vaguely remember adding chopped parsley occasionally.

Pour over the cream.

Now, I used to cook this very slowly on the stove top. I would seal 
the pan as tightly as possible with tinfoil and a tight-fitting lid and 
cook on a very low heat for forty minutes to an hour or so. I guess 
it would work by putting it in the oven, though. The trick is to cover 
the dish as tightly as possible so that the potato cooks through 
properly without burning the bottom of the dish too spectacularly. 
(The bottom layer of potato should be crisp but edible.)

Once satisfied that the potato is cooked, uncover and add a final 
layer of cheese and brown under the grill.

Serve from the same pan it was cooked in by slicing thick wedges.

You may want to check your cholesterol afterwards.

The museum’s new temporary exhibition takes migration to Tasmania as its theme. When people 

migrate they retain some aspects of their culture but give up, or leave behind, others. Food and drink 

are often ‘comforts of home’ that migrants find hard, at least initially, to give up. 

YOU WILL NEED:

METHOD:

from the galley

Tasmania’s Sole Jayco Distributor 

Tasmanian owned and operated for over 50 years. We sell, service and repair the 

full range of Jayco Camper Trailers, Pop Tops, Caravans and Motorhomes. 

Come in and see the new 2014 range and get a great deal on a new Jayco today. 

Huge range of pre-owned Campers, Pop Tops, Caravans & Motorhome ready now 

to take you on that next adventure! 

Cnr Amy Street  & Main Road Moonah  

P: 62 322 344     F: 62 734 733   

 W. www.kingcaravans.com.au   E: info@kingcaravans.com.au 

The Lady Nelson
sailing most weekends

& public holidays
(1½ hour duration)

$30 adults | $10 children

Phone 03 6234 3348

www.ladynelson.org.au
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MUSEUM ACQUIRES HISTORIC DECKCHAIR
Read more about Tasmania’s connection to the Maritime Museum’s  

recently acquired deck chair ...  on page 20 

Rolph’s Nautical Gift& Book Shop
OPEN 7 DAYS 9am-5pm. Call in to browse

10% DISCOUNT for MMT Members.               Order online + Postage  and handeling                 Photos By: Laurie Bahr

10% DISCOUNT for MMT Members ( + postage & handling)       shop@maritimetas.org       Photos: Laurie Bahr

Rolph’s Nautical Gift& Book Shop
OPEN 7 DAYS 9am-5pm. Call in to browse

10% DISCOUNT for MMT Members.               Order online + Postage  and handeling                 Photos By: Laurie Bahr

From London to Australia in a P&O Liner 

 Picture Collection of the State Library of Victoria 


